Toxin-induced conditioned changes in taste reactivity and the role of the chemosensitive area postrema.
Conditioned taste avoidances (CTAs) are an important component of behavioral regulation of ingestion. In the laboratory CTAs can be produced by pairing a novel taste stimulus with the physiological feedback produced by a toxin, such as lithium. Such toxins putatively activate a chemosensitive brainstem structure, the area postrema, which ultimately results in the production of a CTA. The present review describes a series of studies which examined conditioned changes in taste reactivity responses (TRRs) when a novel intraoral sucrose taste was paired with the effects of an intraperitoneal (IP) injection of LiCl, and the role of the area postrema in the formation of conditioned palatability shifts. It was first of all necessary to examine the effects of area postrema ablations on TRRs to a range of intraoral sucrose and quinine stimulus intensities. In the first study area postrema lesioned rats exhibited concentration dependent changes in TRRs to these taste stimuli that were very similar to those exhibited by sham lesioned rats. The second study demonstrated that 30 s intraoral infusions of sucrose (0.3 M), presented at 5 or 10 min intervals following an IP injection of LiCl (3.0 meq), resulted in conditioned changes in TRRs. These were characterized by orderly, gradual reductions in ingestive responses and increases in aversive responses. Finally, when area postrema lesioned rats (Study 3) were subjected to this conditioning procedure (brief sucrose presentations paired with the effects of LiCl) no evidence for conditioned or unconditioned changes in TRRs to sucrose were obtained. Lesioned rats injected with LiCl behaved similarly to sham lesioned rats injected with NaCl. These series of studies provide evidence indicating that the chemosensitive area postrema mediates the formation of conditioned palatability shifts induced by treatment with a toxin such as lithium.